SAP Business One – Vision33 Cloud
Multi-Tenant Edition (MTE)
SAP Business One is a ﬂexible, customizable, and easy-to-use enterprise
resource planning (ERP) solution designed speciﬁcally for growing small
to midsized businesses and trusted by over 60,000 companies around
the world. It brings every aspect of your business – ﬁnancials,
accounting, sales, warehouse, CRM, and more – together under one
platform. Robust reporting capabilities and real-time information allow
you to make fast, informed decisions.
This scalable, proven solution is now available in a true cloud
environment, powered by Amazon Web Services (AWS). SAP Business
One has the functionality to transform your business by leveraging
information to maximize eﬃciency, reach new customers, and drive
proﬁtable growth. And with a multi-tenant cloud deployment option, the
solution is more aﬀordable than ever.
The Vision33 multi-tenant cloud edition utilizes the SAP HANA database
and provides access to the Saltbox Platform for integration with your
other mission-critical applications. This edition is available for up to 20
SAP Business One user licenses in US, UK, and Canadian localizations.
You can add functionality with Vision33 Portals for customers, vendors,
and employees. The Boyum Usability Pack, Boyum Print & Delivery, bar
code scanning functionality, and credit card processing are also
available.

About SAP HANA
SAP HANA is the in-memory computing platform for SAP Business One
that supercharges the application performance for speed and allows you
to analyze massive amounts of data in real time. SAP Business One
powered by SAP HANA eliminates layers of complexities and
unnecessary business costs in legacy IT architecture so your business
can run smarter, faster, and simpler.

If your business has
considered implementing an
ERP solution, a cloud
deployment makes sense.
Remote team members likely
have challenges accessing
desktop software like
QuickBooks, Peachtree, or
Simply Accounting. SAP
Business One in the Amazon
Cloud oﬀers scalability,
stability, and anywhere access
at an aﬀordable price.

Get integrated with Saltbox
The Saltbox Platform is Vision33’s cloud-based, integration-as-a-service platform that eliminates human error
and maximizes your SAP Business One investment. Saltbox seamlessly connects SAP Business One and your
mission-critical business applications so you can transfer data at lightning speed.
Drag-and-drop functions within Saltbox’s visual data mapper convert your data to SAP Business One’s format,
and its engine moves information through the cloud with the power of AWS scaling. You also have the option to
keep humans involved in workﬂows or automate the entire data connection process.
Some of the integrations available through Saltbox include:

The options for connectivity are endless with Saltbox. Vision33 can even leverage The Saltbox Platform to create
custom endpoint connections for your unique business application.

Take your business to the next level without a cash crunch
• Fixed monthly fee
• All departmental needs in one solution
• Full ERP capabilities
• System updates always included
• Web and mobile capabilities through portals and mobile apps
• Credit card payment processing through multiple gateways
• Warehouse scanning in a simple solution
• Seamless access to new features and functionality

About Vision33
Vision33 Inc. is a global IT professional services consultancy that solves customer
business challenges through the promise of technology and the value it delivers.
For more information about Vision33, visit www.vision33.com.

